
Hubble

DROP OFF: To enter Hubble for drop off in the morning and pick up in the afternoon, you must enter the parking lot traveling north on
Locust. There are two drop off lanes. Please do not let any students out until you get to the awning between Hubble and the ELC.
You may only drop off Hubble students at Hubble.

Pick Up: We have two pick up lines with a Kid Account scanner for each lane. To get to the parking lot, enter from Washington on to
Locust and head toward Hubble. As you enter the parking lot from Locust you will choose one of the two lanes. A scanner will scan
your Kid Account card and check your ID. We will load four vehicles at a time, loading the lane closest to Hubble first. After



dismissing those four vehicles, load the second row of four vehicles, dismiss those vehicles, and then have the next eight cars pull
forward once all vehicles have been safely loaded and dismissed. For the safety of our students, please be patient and follow the
direction of our staff members directing traffic. When exiting Hubble, please turn left out of the parking lot. Please be mindful of
parents that are entering the Hubble pick up line as well. We will have a staff member directing traffic at this intersection as well.

PICK-UP for families who have students in multiple buildings: ALL students will be picked up at their own buildings for after
school pick-up. This means if you have a child at Hubble, Webster, Shook and/or the ELC, you will need to go through each line. In
an effort to reduce traffic congestion at Hubble and Webster, we ask the following. If you have children at both buildings, please go to
Hubble first if your last name ends in A-K, then go to Webster. If your last name ends in L-Z, go to Webster first, then to Hubble via
Elm, then Bedford or Burford, back to Locust.


